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By Anna Hackett

Anna Hackett. Paperback. Condition: New. 248 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.0in. x 0.6in.Finding
undiscovered treasures is always daring, dangerous, and deadly. Perfect for the men of Treasure
Hunter Security. Former Navy SEAL Declan Ward is haunted by the demons of his past and throws
everything he has into his security businessTreasure Hunter Security. Dangerous archeological digs
no problem. Daring expeditions sure thing. Museum security for invaluable exhibits easy. But on a
simple dig in the Egyptian desert, he collides with a stubborn, smart archeologist, Dr. Layne Rush,
and together they get swept into a deadly treasure hunt for a mythical lost oasis. When an evil from
his past reappears, Declan vows to do anything to protect Layne. Dr. Layne Rush is dedicated to
building a successful careera promise to the parents she lost far too young. But when her dig is
plagued by strange accidents, targeted by a lethal black market antiquities ring, and artifacts are
stolen, she is forced to turn to Treasure Hunter Security, and to the tough, sexy, and too-used-to-
giving-orders Declan. Soon her organized dig morphs into a wild treasure hunt across the desert
dunes. Danger is hunting them every step of the way, and Layne and...
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Extensive information for book fanatics. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am just delighted to tell you that this is
basically the best pdf i actually have go through within my personal daily life and might be he greatest pdf for actually.
-- Guiller m o Ma r qua r dt-- Guiller m o Ma r qua r dt

Here is the very best book i have study until now. It is rally fascinating throgh looking at period of time. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding,
once you begin to read the book.
-- Dr . B la z e Runolfsson IV-- Dr . B la z e Runolfsson IV
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